Evonik is your one-stop-shopping address for precious metal purchasing and the efficient refining of your spent catalyst.

Evonik offers:
- Precious metal sales & purchasing
- Refining services
- Leasing and financing
- Related services
Evonik has built an extended service package around precious metal recovery and precious metal management. Our services help you to optimize the logistics, purchasing and financing of the precious metals you need. Evonik supports your supply chain by either selling or leasing the required amount of precious metal for your order. In cooperation with an established network of metals refiners, banks and traders worldwide, we can close your precious metal loop locally. By consolidating your metal demands we are able to offer competitive precious metal prices, leasing conditions and metal shipping/transfer services.

Precious metal purchasing:
- Spot market orders
- Fixing orders*
- Limit orders
- Split orders
- Forwards

Leasing**, Financing:
- Transition leases
- Long-term leases
- Sell and lease-back
- Forwards

Related services:
- Precious metal recovery
- Closed precious metal loop
- Support in waste management and notification

The refining process:
Spent catalysts containing precious metals are sent to a metals refinery where the precious metal is extracted from the catalyst. The metals refinery produces solutions of precious metal salts that are subsequently used in the production of fresh catalysts. Our optimized and state of the art recycling processes maximize precious metal return yields.

Refining services:
- Well established global network of metal refiners
- Transparent processes
- Convenient one-stop-shopping service point for all refining needs
- Interactive calculation tool taking the entire precious metal cycle and catalyst productivity into account

Entire precious metal cycle:
- Management of your precious metal account
- Coordination of refining activities
- Closed precious metal loop
- Support in waste management and notification

*London fixing plus location charges  **Securities are necessary, e.g. a bank guarantee
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Disclaimer
This information and all further technical advice are based on our present knowledge and experience. However, it implies no liability or other legal responsibility on our part, including with regard to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights. In particular, no warranty, whether express or implied, or guarantee of product properties in the legal sense is intended or implied.
We reserve the right to make any changes according to technological progress or further developments. The customer is not released from the obligation to conduct careful inspection and testing of incoming goods. Performance of the product described herein should be verified by testing, which should be carried out only by qualified experts in the sole responsibility of a customer. Reference to trade names used by other companies is neither a recommendation, nor does it imply that similar products could not be used.
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